Instructors use TurningPoint data collection solution to poll in PowerPoint®, over any application or administer self-paced tests. The company provides a variety of response options for students such as traditional ResponseCards and mobile devices via ResponseWare. In an effort to assist with the implementation of response technology, we have established a paid internship program for select institutions.

**PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES**
- Support successful usage of Turning Technologies’ products on campus
- Identify all on campus clicker users
- Conduct department-level instructor trainings and one-on-one trainings
- Attend initial classes where clickers are used for the first time
- Follow-up with campus clicker users throughout the academic term
- Communicate regular feedback to Turning Technologies on product use and campus needs

**KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES**
- Strong presentation and communication skills
- Ability to think “outside the box” when a situation calls for it
- General knowledge of Microsoft PowerPoint
- Ability to offer flexible and unique consultation

**WAGES AND HOURS**
- Starting hourly pay of $8.00 or state minimum wage
- Maximum 10 hours a week

**MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS**
- Currently enrolled student
- Minimum 3.0 GPA
- Knowledge of Microsoft PowerPoint
- Education, CIS or Business major is a plus